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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a new discrete logarithm
problem in m-dimensional manifolds. This problem is very difficult
to solve, therefore we motivated to give the new theory of
cryptography, and obviously the security of this cryptography is
based on the proposed problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The discrete logarithm based
cryptography is very popular in the
modern world of cryptography. The
first theory of public key cryptography

was based on the discrete logarithm
problem, given by Diffie, Hellman1 of
his revolutionary paper entitled “New
directions in cryptography” in the year
1976. After this invention, there are
several public key cryptography are in
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the existence in the real world although
the percentage of the successful and
professionally useful has been only
1%, because the format of any public
key cryptography essential the very depth
knowledge of the subject in many areas
of science, engineering and technology
and some areas of arts also. Mathematic
and computer science plays the lead
role.

We are giving again a new
scheme of public key cryptography,
whose security is based on our proposed
new discrete logarithm problem in
m-dimensional manifolds. Our claim
and challenge in single line that is “This
problem  is  tougher  to  solve in one
direction but  toughest to reverse
direction”. Therefore our cryptography
will be secure in future, because there
are no algorithm exists in present for
solve the proposed problem.

2. The Proposed Mathemat ica l
Problem.

In this section, we give the
proposed Discrete Logarithm Problem
in m-dimensional manifolds.

2.1. Theorem:
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Finding the value of the index i
is the discrete logarithm problem
under the m-dimensional manifold M

and .MP  The set  m
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basis of ).(MP  In particular, )(MP
is m-dimensional. An arbitrary vector,

),(Mt P  can be written as the abovee
discrete logarithm problem.

Proof:
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Let, VM  , a vector space. Choose a
basis }{ ie  in V with its dual conside-
red as coordinate functions. Then, at
every ,Vv  there is a natural isomor-
phism )(: VV   mapping a vector

).(,, VontoVeu vvi
i

i
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Suppose we have two coordinate

system at P, }{ ix  with tangents Pi and

}{ jy  with tangents : Pi
i

Pj t  

.Pj
j 

We can use relation to obtain i  in

terms of :j
We have
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This is the required discrete logarithm
problem.

This completes the proof.

3. The Proposed Cryptography.

The working process of the proposed
cryptography is based on the below
subsections;

3.1. Key Generation.

Select, the following keys;

The original message = m,

)(,,,,,,,, MMxPitk p  under the

Theorem 2.1 and k is addidional private
key parallel to i.

3.2. Encryption.

The Cipher Text= ,)([ 1 mCC i
pi

k 

]., 2 tC 

3.3. Decryption.

The Plain Text = .
)( 2

1
iC

CmP 

4. CONCLUSION

The main objectives of this
research paper are the followings;

4.1. To  give  the  new  hard discrete
logarithm problem.

4.2. To give the new secure cryptogra-
phy.

We strongly feel that this paper fulfills
the above objectives.
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